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•Disabled members o f the Grand Valley community
try to find solutions to their problems.
By Jim C la st
Managing Editor
and

M ich elle D isle r
News Editor

B

designing entry ramps that don’t
offend GVSU’s aesthetic feel.
“Unless the designers are
nincompoops, they should be
able to hide ramps so it doesn’t
look stupid,” he said.

through the turnstile,” she said.
“How come everywhere else is
set up with a button, but the
library has a remote control
door?”
Spriensma tries to deal with

W
(Editor’s note: This is the final
article in a three-part series on
handicapped
accessibility
at
GVSU’s Allendale campus.)

“l have been treated pretty well personally at
this institution. I must be candid that the
institution has failed to be more sensitive to
needs o f handicapped people. ”

Even with the improvements
-W illiam Baum,
on campus, many disabled mem
bers of the GVSU community are
Professor o f Political Science
finding that adapting to their
While Baum has had some doors on campus on her own,
environment is no easy chore.
Dr. William Baum, Professor time to see what could be even if that means holding them
of Political Science, has been improved and what to watch out with her foot while pulling her
here long enough to know every for, some students are having to self through.
“Normal people wouldn’t
rock and stone and can anticipate adapt on their own right away.
Transfer
student
Amy think about how difficult it is to
problems before they happen.
Baum has been confined to a Spriensma has had cerebral get through the turnstile or open
wheelchair since a construction palsey since she was two, but still bathroom doors if you’re in there
accident at the age of 19, and tries to make her way through by yourself,” she said.
even now has to deal with people GVSU independently.
She has found some help in
who won’t get out of his way.
“For me it’s embarrassing to speak up. All my
Though Baum thinks cam
pus accessibility has been great
life I ’ve wanted to be as normal as possible ly improved over past years, he is
until I failed. Then I ’ll ask for help. I think peo
still amazed at the lack of acces
ple want to be as independent as possible. ’’
sibility to some buildings - Lake
Superior Hall, for one.
“I have been treated pretty
—Am y Spriensma,
well personally at this institu
Transfer student
tion,” Baum said. “I must be can
did that the institution has failed
One of her greatest problems her classes, though. In one case, a
to be more sensitive to needs of is getting in and out of the library. professor asked her if she needed
handicapped people.”
‘I f you don’t have a remote a class moved, and she said she
Baum thinks that architects you’re out of luck because you didn’t want to inconvenience the
should have little problem with have to open doors and go class, but the next day it was in

the bottom of Lake Superior Hall.
“For me it’s embarrassing to
speak up,” she said. “All my life
I’ve wanted to be as normal as
possible - until I failed. Then I’ll
ask for help.
“I think people want to be as
independent as possible.”
Spriensma also has had some
problems with the van that trans■ ports people with disabilities.
Sometimes she gets caught
between students who get out of
class earlier than she, and once
completely missed the van.
Where Spriensma has had to
deal with doors, Senior Heidi
DeVries has to deal with cars.
DeVries said she has had
, some problems with getting tick
ets for parking in proper spots.
“For me it’s a common
occurrence to get nailed once a
month,” she said. “Security has
not gotten the point about match
ing the little wheelchair symbol
with the sign of the signpost that
says, ‘You oan park here.’”
DeVries didn’t think the
university was doing much
beyond the elevator in Lake
Michigan Hall.
“Everything else is either
staying the same or going down
hill fast,” she said.
DeVries also has to walk
carefully in the winter to avoid
“not being able to stop myself
because there is no dry pave
ment,” she said.
As
winter
approaches,
DeVries, Spriensma, Baum and
many others will once again have
to deal with these handicapped
accessibility issues personally.
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C ampus C alendar
Fellowship Meeting, 7 p.m.
11/16
WCKS General
KC/Musk River Room
Assembly Meeting, 9 p.m.
11/9
Student Senate
11/15
10% of U and Lower Commons
General Assembly Meeting Friends Meeting, 5 p.m.
11/16 STAGE Meeting,
(open), 4:30 p.m.KC/ Muskegon KC/Platte River Room
9:15 p.m. CFA
River Room
11/16
Study Abroad
11/16 S.T.A.G.E. Meeting,
11/9 InterVarsity Christian Information Session, 8 a.m. 106 9:15 p.m. CFA
Fellowship Meeting, 7:30 p.m. STU
11/9
Speaker: Warren
Kleiner B
Topic:
11/16 Preparation for the Blumenfeld.
11/9 Theological Diversity GRE Seminar, 1 p.m. 204 STU Homophobia, 4 - 6:30 p.m. Pere
Society Weekly Meeting, 9 p.m.
11/16
Student Senate Marquette River Room
106 STU
General Assembly Meeting
11/9
STAGE Meeting, (open), 4:30 p.m. KC/Muskegon
C a m p u s L ife
9:15 p.m. CFA
River Room
11/10 MOVIE: Batman
11/9 S.T.A.G.E Meeting,
11/16
InterVarsity
9:15 p.m. CFA
Christian Fellowship Meeting, Forever, 7 p.m. KC, Rm. 112
1J/10 Speech- Ronald S.
11/14 Chi Alpha Campus 7:30 p.m. Kleiner B
McNeil
(Amer. Indian Coll.
Ministries Meeting, Noon.
11/16
Theological
Fund),
7
p.m.
GRCC/2nd floor
KC/Rm. 200C
Diversity
Society
Weekly
11/11
College
Bowl, 9 a.m.
11/14 His House Christian Meeting, 9 p.m. 106 STU
M eetings

GRAND VALLEY STUDENTS,
WE NEED YOU!

SWUNG
HMPOMUS

Holland
S.E.
S.W .
N .E.

393-2112
957-1616
249-9495
361-5500

MANY OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
ALL SHIFTS, FULL AND
PART TIME-LONG AND
SHORT TERM
SAME WEEK PAY!
GREAT BENEFITS

Now

Hiring |

Light Industrial
General Labor
Warehouse
Secretarial
Clerical
Many Others!

KC
11/11 1995 Veteran’s PowWow, 1 p.m. National Guard
Armory in Wyoming
11/11 MOVIE: Don’t Look
Back, 7 p.m. KC/Rm. 112
11/11 1995 Veteran’s PowWow (Grand Entry), 7 p.m.
National Guard Armory
11/11 Taylor Mason, 9 p.m.
11/11 Student Visitation
Day
11/13 Lunchbreak Series:
Morton Estrin, Pianist, Noon,
Cook DeWitt Center
11/14
West Michigan
American
Marketing
Association Dinner Meeting.
Topic:
Ethical
Issues in
Marketing
Research.

Reservations by Nov. 10 call
248-8AMA cost: $25 members
$30 non-members, $20 students,
Social hour 5:30 p.m. Dinner
6:30 p.m. Radisson Hotel,
Kalamazoo
11/15 MOVIE: The Gold
Rush, 9 p.m. KC/Rm. 112
11/16 Cary Long, 9 p.m.
Crow’s Nest

Sports
11/11 GVSU Swim/Diving
Northern Michigan Univ. (W),
12:00 PM Northern Michigan
11/11 Football: GVSU vs.
Northwood
(Siblings
Weekend), 1:30 p.m.

GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM
Presents
A Women Scholars’ forum

"ORGANIZATIONAL DOWNSIZING: CONSTRAINING,
CLONING, LEARNING"
Carol Sanchez,
Assistant Professor of Management
Thursday, November 16, 1995
1:00 noon - 2:00 p.m.
Muskegon River Room #30, Kirkhof Center
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Center gets new director | Harpoon trying to
lighten up campus

Freshman Computer Science major Michael VanDam gets some help from junior student-tutor Kay O’Connor at the
GVSU Writing Center. Photo by Jay Johnston.

•Stephenson wants Writing Center to have more positive image
By Bernadette J. Fox
Staff Writer

Large numbers of walk-in
students are no obstacle to
Denise Stephenson. As the new
coordinator of GVSU's Writing
Center, Stephenson devotes her
self full-time to expanding the
scope of the center.
She plans to improve the
writing center in several respects.
First, although she expanded the
number of walk-in hours for stu
dents, the center is still often
crowded, and she’s trying to
change that.
"We're trying to staff the
hours that we already recognize,
as busy. I'd like to have more
walk-in help available if students
are going to use it," Stephenson
said.
Stephenson is also consider
ing having the center partner up
with the library.
"One discussion that’s going
on is whether or not there might
be usefulness for writing tutors to
work in conjunction with refer
ence librarians," she said. "That's
something that’s just in the
thought stages."
Stephenson would also like
to improve the negative image
some students have of the
Writing Center.
"Sometimes a writing center
is seen as a place where people
go when all hope is lost,"
Stephenson said. "They see it as a
place where you’re only sup
posed to go if you're a 'bad'
writer. I'd like people to see the

Writing Center as a very positive
thing, that even good writers - no
matter what grades you’re getting
- that you could benefit from
having people respond to your
writing.
"The image we have that
somehow we have to do writing
all by ourselves really is wrong.
It's an erroneous image,"
Stephenson said.
She also would like the writ
ing center to become more
involved with the SWS program.

a second year tutor in the writing
center. "We're having a much
bigger impact on campus now
because people are starting to
know about us."
Stephenson comes most
recently from the University of
Alaska Southeast, where she was
working on her dissertation on
academic writing.
"I'm still working on my
dissertation. I'd have had it
already if I hadn't taken the job,"
Stephenson said.
Stephenson's doctorate will
from the University of
“We're having a much come
New Mexico, where she gained
bigger impact on
experience from another writing
center.
campus now because
"When I was there I ran the
people are starting to writing center for two years and
also tutored in it those two years
know about us."
- L o r i Hubbard, as well as a year preceding run
ning it," Stephenson said.
2nd y e a r tutor
Stephenson said GVSU’s
writing center is quite different
"We are working on increas from the one at the University of
ing the relationship between the New Mexico.
writing
center
and
the
"Size-wise it's very different.
Supplemental Writing Skills pro The center there was usually
gram so that we’ll be available in eight to 10 tutors, and we only
more ways to SWS students," did walk-in tutoring, whereas
Stephenson said.
here, this semester I'm low on
Second-year tutor Lori tutors. My low number is 45
Hubbard is quite pleased with tutors,” she said.
Stephenson.
The Writing Center is locat
"This is the first time Grand ed in Room 201 of the Student
Valley's had a full-time director," Services Building and can be
Hubbard said. "She’s very con reached at 895-3451. Walk-in
cerned and knows what's going hours are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
on all the time."
Monday through Thursday and
"Now we have someone all from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday.
to our own who’s completely Students are encouraged to arrive
dedicated to us and gives us her at the top of the hour to
time," added Sharon Umlor, also avoid waiting.

Public Administration M aster's receives accreditation
By Joan Kow al
Staff Writer

Public Administration grad
uate students will now have a
better chance at success in the
real world.
GVSU’s Master’s of Public
Administration
degree
has
received accreditation from the
Commission on Peer Review and

Accreditation for the National
Association of Public Affairs and
Administration. GVSU’s MPA
program is the fifth program in
the state to gain accreditation.
“What the accreditation does
is prove that according to nation
al standards, we are a quality pro
gram,” said Eleanor French,
director of the School of Public
Administration.
Public
Administration

Professor Margaret Sellers
Walker said French was the key
to getting the accreditation.
“She had the fortitude to pull
us together and push us towards
this goal,” Walker said.
The Masters of Public
Administration is a 42-credit pro
gram offered for full or part-time
students. Classes are offered at
the Eberhaid Center at conve
nient times for working students.

dents with the power to control
what unofficial publications |
B y M ich elle D isle r
New* Editor
print," Parker said.
And since the Harpoon's I
“SCHPOOT!”is the unoffi- only stated purpose is to put out
a humor magazine, Parker said it
| cial Harpoon battle cry.
That’s easy for Harpoon seems the issue of humor would |
I members to say, but why isn’t get some latitude.
| anyone else laughing?
"If we [the Harpoon] are I
mmmmmmmm required tO |
H a r p o o n ■ "«■ "■ "■ ■ ■ ■ mmm
■■m
mmmmmtmm
j members think "Q u r point in printing ask approval
for things like
I g v s u can’t take this stuff is to air out the
GVSU
logo,
then
we
a joke, but the dirty laundry in a concampus humor . .
,
. , „ have to ask
I magazine
has text people can take.
approval for
—CliffThom as, ev erything,")
been trying to
| change that since
H arpoon presiden t he added.
In April |
1991
_ _ _ _ _
From
the
1995,
the
received
official |
student senate to the Greeks to Harpoon
I campus religious groups and the Student Life Fee funds for the |
administration, almost everyone 95-96 school year.
And this was after their I
has fallen victim to the
February
1995 issue on orga
Harpoon’s quest for comic
nized
and
unorganized religion
relief, including itself. This in
accordance with its number one stirred up campus Christian |
organizations.
I bylaw: If it’s funny, it’s
Members of His I
| printable.
House
Christian
However, not
Fellowship,
I everyone thinks
In te rV a rs ity ,
| it’s funny.
Soldiers
for
In January
Christ and Chi
1994
the
A l p h a
Harpoon pubexpressed con
I lished an issue
cern over the
on "WAR" that
content of the
contained
a
Harpoon's issue
"copy" of a let
on religion in a
ter
GVSU
letter
that
I President Arend
appeared in the
Lubbers allegedly
March 23, 1995
sent to Diether
issue
of
The |
Haenicke, president
Lanthom.
of Western Michigan
"It's just hard to figure I
University, declaring war
out where they (Christian orga
on WMU.
The Harpoon claimed it had nizations) are coming from,
uncovered Lubber’s plans to because we're not trying to con
vert anyone," said Mary Graff,
“take what we (GVSU) need.”
then
Harpoon President and
The student senate then
W o m a n )
froze
the
Superior, in
Harpoon's
"It's so people can
the March 30,
Student Life Fee
funding pending express themselves cre- 1995 issue of |
investigations of
atively about things The Lanthorn.
Graff said |
charges of forg
they think are odd or that
the
ing
President
Lubber’s signa wacky, which is what H a r p o o n
exists as a cre
ture and using
this
campus
needs."
ative outlet for I
university logos
-M
a
r
y
Graff,
GVSU.
without permis
"It's
sol
sion.
H arpoon w riter
people
can
But that was
express themselves creatively
only the beginning.
"We’re an equal opportunity about things they think are odd
offender," said philosophy or wacky," Graff said, "which is |
Professor and Harpoon adviser, what this campus needs."
Cliff Thomas,
current |
Dr. Kelly Parker. "There seems
Harpoon
president,
says
the
to be a humor impairment on
magazine
is
trying
to
become
campus.”
Where the real problems lie, more of an all-student publica- J
Parker said, is in the Harpoon's tion.
"Our point in printing this
official status. It is a recognized
campus organization with all the stuff is to air out dirty laundry in
rights and funding of similar a context people can take,"
organizations, but is not an offi Thomas said.
He just worries when peo-1
cial publication in the sense of a
pie start taking it too seriously.
newspaper.
But Harpoon layout director |
Parker questioned
the
power the student senate has to Nate Scott worries if no' one |
revoke funding of publications complains about their antics.
"If we didn't have people I
simply because it doesn't like
bitching about us. I'd be |
what’s being printed.
"That's a small group of stu worried," he said.
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fflbe Zantftom Editorial Board
Editor : Shane Szaiai
M anaging Editor : J im C lass
News Editor : M ichelle D isler
Campus Life E ditor : Jennifer Vanse

O ur V iew
Handicapped accessibility isn't going away
For the third week in a row, The Lanthorn has run a front-page
article on handicapped accessibility at C V SU .
This week's article is the last in a three-part series on the topic,
but even though it may not be highlighted on ourfront page anymore,
the issue w ill not go away.
Unless, that is, the issue is resolved.
If the C V SU administration w ill not heed our recommendation to
add automatic doors to campus buildings, it should at least tell the
university community why it w ill not do so.
And that it is not required by law to install the automatic doors
is not an acceptable reason.
The Lanthorn and C V S U 's disabled students are waiting for an
acceptable reason. To help, we w ill provide space on our pages for
any G VSU administrator to explain the situation from the
administration's perspective.
There must be a reason. The Lanthorn hopes it is a good one.

Let's not forget why we are here
All too often, we get so caught up in the never-ending stream of
deadlines that w e forget w e are at this university to learn.
And that's really why w e're here.
C V SU started out in the middle of a cornfield, as Professor Cole
says in his guest opinion to the right, "with the intention of becoming
the finest undergraduate liberal arts institution in M ichigan."
A liberal arts education isn't just job-training, and Cole isn't the
only one to say GVSU is becoming just another vocational school.
You wouldn't put a vocational school out in the middle of
nowhere, but that's exactly where you would put an institution
intended to encourage reflection and thought about the humanities
and the deeper issues in life. That's the virtue of being in Allendale.
If we are to avoid becoming a vocational school, students have
to start prizing the humanities. Take classes for fun. Take something
outside your major. Take advantage of GVSU professors, both old an
new, who want to help you learn.
New classes are popping up all over the place, examining
everything from political rhetoric to African historians to women in
the Bible to Dostoevsky.
None of these courses is going to guarantee you a job. But a job
isn’t going to guarantee you a fulfilling, developed life.
Now is the time to develop your intellect. Don't let it go to waste
in the endless sea of multiple-choice tests and job training.

Old coot says GVSU should be more
than a mere "Eclectic Polytechnic"
W ith Edw ard A . C o le
Professor of Russian History

Have you noticed them
lately? You see them standing
around in little knots and groups
on the sidewalks, at the building
doors, in the parking lots.
They are the old profs with
the well-worn briefcases and the
ready smiles for the passing
students. And what could they be
talking about so earnestly, every
time they meet?
Students probably cannot
imagine what these old coots and
cootesses could talk about. These
antiques knew of music before
Students need more, better access to E-mail there even was rock ‘n’ roll.
Younger profs doubtless imagine
E-mail is cool.
that
these back numbers are
What's not cool is having to wait half an hour before you can
even put your hands on a keyboard.
discussing
their
own
Very often, however, this is what GVSU students must endure to
obsolescence and the brilliance
access their E-mail accounts.
of the new hires.
True, there are nearly 400 terminals on campus, but they are not
Administrators, of course,
all accessible. Many are in on-campus housing, campus classrooms
are hoping that the geezers are
or given priority to other student needs.
planning early retirements.
The Kirkhof Center has a few, but those are nearly always
Administrators by definition
occupied or down, and other campus buildings where students
want
to be rid of mature profes
gather in droves - like the Food Court - have none.
sors who formulate ideas of their
GVSU should not be able to use lack of money as an excuse for
not providing more E-mail terminals. After all, every GVSU student
own, have tenure and, worst of
pays a $3-per-credit-hour technology fee, which is supposed to go
all, are relatively expensive.
toward improving campus computer systems, among other things.
None of the above are the
Clearly, GVSU students need more E-mail terminals in useful
subjects of the earnest conversa
places. Just as clearly, GVSU has an obligation to provide them.
tions among our senior faculty.
And if university administrators don't meet this obligation, The
These
are people who have been
Lanthorn has an obligation to call them on it.
here
for
decades: some even for
This is our first call. We w ill make a second call if no action is
more than a quarter of a century.
taken.
Unlike the more recent arrivals,
p ie views expressed in ”Our View* represent the ppmkm af The these people came here not to
Lmthom's editorial board.
make careers, but to build a uni
versity. They can remember
when this place was just a few
buildings scattered across the
cornfields. Now they look around
at the marble halls, the arches
that frame the bell tower and the
Hantfjom Staff Box
fountains
flowing in the
courtyards. But something is
Editor : Shane Szalai
Managing E ditor : Jim C lass
N ews E ditor : Michelle D isler
Campus L ite Editor : Jennifer Vanse
Sports Editor : Joe Schaefer
E ntertainment Editor : Lee Dart
P hoto Editor : T om H offmeyer
C olumnists: D exter Peterson and C.D. B urge
B usiness Manager: H eather Koninc
A dvertising Manager: A m y Meadows
A rt D irector: G reg Bockenstette
Layout D irector: Nate Scon
Account Manager: T im D isler
Faculty A dviser: Lawrence B eery
T he Lanthorn
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going wrong, and the old profs
sense it.
What is going wrong is the
direction Grand Valley has taken
in this new age of pyramid
building. This place was
originally chartered with the
intention of becoming the finest
undergraduate liberal arts institution in Michigan._____________

But interestingly
enough, the old profs
are not entirely
discouraged. They see
the passing students
(who)... come looking
for real knowledge,
and wisdom, and...old
professors.
These old profs came here
back in the days when people
knew the difference between
education and training. They
remember when Grand Valley
courses did not seek to
indoctrinate, but to furnish the
minds of the young for indepen
dent thought. The old profs came
here to help students become
interesting people, not politically-correct robots.
Now, of course, things are
different. Nothing illustrates this
so well as the sad state of
humanities. Once, along with sci
ence and mathematics, they were
at the heart of the enterprise out
here. Now, they have been
relegated to half of a division.
Take away the general education
requirements and they would
fold for lack of enrollment.
Any course of study in the
humanities which depends on
intellectual interest is currently

threatened by the budget needs of
popular training programs such
as film and video. And similar
scandals are not unknown even in
the lavish palaces of the sciences.
So what concerns the old
profs? What do they talk about?
Well, of course, they don't get
any respect. At this year’s convo
cation a bunch of them went up
on stage to get their welldeserved medals and were
subject to a kind of roast, a gentle
mockery which made others in
the audience wonder if they
would show up for convocation
when their turn comes.
But that's not what bothers
these veterans. They've got pretty
thick hides by now. No, what
concerns them is that Grand
Valley is a university in name
only. It is giving its students only
the illusion of an education.
So what should we call such
a place? One of the ancients
suggested that we are becoming a
polytechnic, which the crusty old
Oxford Dictionary defines as "an
institution of higher learning
offering courses in many (esp.
vocational) subjects at degree
level or below." Another looked
around at the discordant jumble
of campus architecture and said,
"I've got it! This place is Eclectic
Polytechnic!"
Amusing, but sad, when you
consider the original mission.
But interestingly enough, the old
profs
are
not
entirely
discouraged. They see the pass
ing students - bright and full of
youthful energy. Every quarter
century or so, American young
people discover that there's more
to life than a big line of creditcard debt. Then they come look
ing for real knowledge, and wis
dom, and...old professors.

Honors Program director says nice things about The Lanthorn
I wanted to thank Dan
Moore, Mary Graff and the rest
of The Lanthorn's staff for the
coverage of Joyce Cobb’s presen
tation and convocation.
As you may know, I am a
great fan and admirer of Joyce.
The only thing bigger than her
music is her humanity-her spirit.
Both pieces captured her essence.

It is nice affirmation to read that
others recognize this in her too.
I have sent copies of this to
Joyce. I also plan to send them to
The
Memphis Commercial
Appeal.
This issue of The Lanthorn
(Oct. 19) is the finest I have seen
in 17 years at GV. You did a good
job with the painful chalk

writing. I think you gave fair and
objective coverage to both sides
of the issue.
Shock! Circle today's date
on the calendar. A stuffy old fac
ulty member said nice things
about The Lanthorn.
Dr. Johnine Callahan,
Honors Program Director

E ditorial & O pin io n
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Campus Concerns -—------ '■| /' ■■—
just like everyone who reads this
to do one thing: Imagine what it
would be like to die and realize
that God is real.
Matthew 12:36 says that on
the day of judgment we will be
held judged for every idle word
we speak. How would you feel
trying to explain to God why you
said He didn't exist?
Many people have said they
don’t even want to go to heaven,
but imagine what it would be like
to be eternally damned to hell
where there will be weeping and
gnashing of teelh (Matthew 8:12,
25:30). How would you feel to
go to hell because of your sins
when if only you would have
accepted Jesus and repented,
God would have remembered
your sins no more (Romans 4:7)?
Many people say that God
loves everyone, so they feel that
they can live any lifestyle they
want. John 3:16 says, "For God

so loved the world, that He gave
is only begotten Son. That
whosoever believeth in Him
should not perish, but have ever
lasting life." That means God
loved you enough to send you a
Savior, but if you don't accept
that Savior into your life, you are
still damned to hell.
It's not enough to believe
God exists; James 2:19 says even
demons believe and tremble. If
you want to receive the promise,
you have to accept Jesus Christ
into your heart.
If anyone would like more
information, there are many
organizations that can help you. I
would recommend Campus
Ministry, Soldiers for Christ, His
House, Chi Alpha, Intervarsity,
or the Campus Christian
Coalition.
Doresa Perry
Student

Sexuality not a private m atter while there is injustice
It is easy enough to say that
sexuality should be a "private"
matter. However, that would be
implying that sexuality isn't an
issue at all, and I hate to break the
news, but it is.
Of course, no one wants
homosexuals to "force" their
sexuality in his or her face. God
forbid someone should learn
something about a subject that is
considered so morally wrong in
this society.
I am so tired of people
telling homosexuals to "sit down

or shut up." How then is justice
to be achieved? How, if no one
opens his or her mouth, are we
going to live in a place where
ALL people are considered
equal?
The
status
quo
for
homosexuals is unjust. It is
wrong that a person not be
allowed to marry the one he/she
loves simply because they are of
the same sex. It is wrong that it is
actually legal to discriminate
against homosexuals in some
states.

Knowing these and several
other factors, do you expect me
to sit here and accept this as the
way things are? Sorry, I can't do
that.
Until there is justice in this
society--for EVERYONE- I will
continue to voice my opinion and
I hope the rest of the gay/lesbian
population does the same.
If that is too much for any
one to handle, then I suggest you
either learn to accept it, or move.
P.B. Mannes
Student

Roots of gay-bashing found in ancient power struggles
This is to address the recent
display o f anti-homosexual senti
ment on campus. Where exactly did
this attitude come from?
Most likely it can be traced
back centuries. Ancient humans,
both male and female, treated each
other equally in the beginning.
Among things equally shared
between men and women was sex.
Somewhere in time, a thought
struck Man. The Man was stronger
than the Woman. If he wanted sex
from the Woman, he did not have to
ask. He could just overpower the
Woman and take it from her. He did,
and it felt good, and since it felt
good, it was OK to do.
But then one day, the Man was
walking along and saw two partners
engaged in a sexual act. But the two
partners involved were both male.

The Man, seeing this, had another
thought pop into his head. The
thought was no’t "Yuck!" or
"Disgusting!" but "Uh-Oh."
What if a male overpowered
him? It was all right to overpower
and take a Woman, but it was not all
right if another male overpowered
and took from the Man. How could
the Man avoid this situation?
Simple: turn society against all
single-sex relationships and make
male-dominated relationships with
fem ales acceptable. It worked.
Examples o f this exist today in
civilization.
Homosexuals are banned from
the military, yet sexual assaults on
female officers are more than com
monplace (case in point. Tailhook).
The best example of all comes
from the Bible in the very story that

a.

supposedly condemns homosexual
ity...the story o f Sodom and
Gomorrah.
Two male angels came to visit
Lot in his home in Sodom. While
there, a crowd of men surrounded
Lot's home and demanded sex from
the male guests.
Lot went outside, addressed
the crowd, and said, "...don't do
such a wicked thing. Look, I have
two daughters who are still virgins.
Let me bring them out to you, and
you can do whatever you want with
them. But don't do anything to these
men..." (Genesis 19:7-8).
How interesting that people
only take part o f the story and
ignore the rest just to support their
biases.
Mercedes Kingston
Student
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... Wh e n
you have no
life, like I do,
you probably
stay up late
watching TV.
After about one
in the morning,
however, TV

... I get
lot
of
students
From what I got, all
faculty ask
you have to do is call and
ing me what the
a "psychic friend"
heck "figure it
out"
is
all
(Pyschic enemies must
about. I try to
really suck!) and this explain, but
person will tell your never seem to
get the point
bo'! f u t u r e a n d th e c h a n g e s
across.
in your life.
ing for me.
Fi r s t
Until the
rumor has
P s y c h i c
that GVSU's
W ith
F r i e n d s
baseball coach
CD.
Network, that
Andy Chopp
is.
Burge
originated the
Dionne
phrase on this
Warwick, who
campus when
Staff
§
J i
evidently lost
ever his players
W riter
r
her fame after
didn't
get
Solid
Gold
something
ran its course,
obvious,
hosts this show.
caught
this
I guess I should know phrase
I think it's interfrom
esting that they better, especially when couple of base
would call it a Dionne said to open
ball players,
show when they
and it stuck
her show, "I can't
advertise during
with me.
the whole thing, believe that we're up
You see,
but hey, what do
you can call
to a 9th episode of s o m e o n e
know?
Psychic Friends
From what
"dumb" or "riot
I got, all you
with
it,” but
Network!"
lave to do is
—^
m
"figure it out"
is more direct.
call a "psychic
irierid" (Pyschic enemies must It's something that is obviously
really suck!) and this person there if someone had thought
will tell your future and the about it for more than a minute.
changes in your life.
Example: Norelco has a
Funny, in the whole hour of three-headed electric razor with
the show that I watched, not one the floating heads. We're all
psychic said that anything bad pretty familiar with it.
was ever going to happen. If I
Well, the other day, I saw
am going to drive off a cliff in an ad for the Norelco "speed"
the next month or so, I would razor. The ad said it had two
lope my "psychic friend" would floating heads, "for when you
clue me in.
have to shave quickly or on the
I guess I should know bet go."
Just tell me how a twoter, especially when Dionne said
to open her show, "I can't headed razor can be faster than
iielieve that we're up to a 9th one with three heads!
episode of Psychic Friends
FIGURE IT OUT!
Network!"
But I can't do it alone. I
I mean, really, shouldn't need your help.
they have known they were
If you see something,
going to reach that many? After anything that needs a dose of
all, they're psychics, aren't they? "figure it out", write to me c/o
... I tell you, it's a real priv The Lanthom.
ilege to be able to watch our QB
The person with the crazi
Kwame' McKinnon play every est example gets their letter
week. If you haven't gone to see printed plus, funds permitting, a
football game this year, he is prize.
So let me know!
definitely a reason to go.
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Figuring It Out...
(C.D.'s Psychic Friends...)

C h ristian stu d en t in vites stud ents to learn m ore
I am proud to say I am a
Christian. A Bible-toting, tonguetalking child of the most high
God. I know this is not a popular
position to take on this campus,
but I am bold enough to say I am
born-again and I believe every
word of the Bible.
Yet I am not here to talk
about myself. I am writing to
address some concerns I have for
people on this campus. My heart
goes out to this campus because
so many people here are
confused.
Many of you have been on
this earth less than 25 years,
which makes you think you have
all the answers. Many of you
don't even know what you will be
doing next year. Take a real look
at your life and reevaluate some
of your opinions.
I am not here to bash or
condemn you. Many of you have
condemned yourselves. I would
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Meaning of Million Man March hits close to home
•G V SU stu d en t tells about his experiences a t m arch h eld in W ashington, D .C .
country converged on the capital
to take their stand as leaders and
positive role models in their com
munities.

By Jen n ifer V a n ie
Cam pus Life Editor

On Oct. 16, while the rest of
GVSU was recovering from a
week of homecoming festivities,
Biopsychology
major
Ken
Skinner was taking his place
along with a million other
African-American men in the
history books of this country.
He was taking his stand in the
Million
Man
M arch , on
Washington D.C.
Though the march has been
widely criticized, many people
have failed to realize the true
intent of what went on, said
Skinner.
"It was a time for strong black
men to stand up, accept responsi
bility, teach our brothers and
embrace them," said Skinner. "It
was a time to have no fear of our
own people."
The march, which was con
ceived years ago by Minister
Louis Farrakhan, included much
more than the Nation of Islam.
African-American men from all
walks of life and all parts of the

"It was a time for
strong black men to
stand up, accept
responsibility, teach our
brothers and embrace
them. It was a time to
have no fear o f our own
people."
- K e n Skinner,
GVSU student
While not a member of the
Nation of Islam or a follower of
Farrakhan, Skinner wouldn't mind
the minister being a leader of the
African-American community if
he can lead in the right direction.
He also said that Farrakhan’s
words and meaning are often
distorted by media reports.
"What you hear in the media
and what he says can be differ
ent," Skinner said .
The day of the march was a

full one, with prayer beginning at
6 a.m. and over 40 speakers con
tinuing throughout until 10 p.m.
Skinner estimated that there were
about 400,000 present at 6 a.m.
with the total reaching well over 1
million by 10 a.m.
Skinner, who attended the
march with his father and uncle,
was impressed by the crowd that
he saw.
"I have never had so many
people say, ‘excuse me,' or open
doors for me," Skinner said.
"There was no fear or animosity. It
was a sea of black American
males, a sea of tranquility."
While not much was said
about the march beforehand in
West Michigan, Skinner, who is
from Flint, said that the event was
in constant publicity long before it
occurred and his expectations of
the
march
matched
what
happened.
"I expected a lot and received
a lot; I wasn't disappointed,"
Skinner said. "We proved this
nation wrong, that a million black
men could get together without
violence," said Skinner. "We
opened a lot of people's eyes that

we're not just athletes, musicians,
drug dealers and users. We are
more than just what the media
portrays."
As a future professional in the

take a million of anything and put
them back in the community it is
going to take-effect."
Some of the effects he has
seen are the implementations of
things such as the big brother/ big
program, adopting an elder
7 have a sense o f pride sister
ly person, adopting a person in the
and love fo r my broth prison system and support for
stores in the African-American
ers and sisters. I want
community.
to support them
Putting back into the commu
nity
was one of the areas stressed
because I know they
at the march, and one that has
need help. ”
drawn a lot of controversy.
- K e n Skinner, However, Skinner feels that some
G VSU Student degree of isolation is necessary.
"We need to start with our
selves, our family and our com
psychology field, Skinner also munity," he said. "If you get your
stated that the presence of so self together as a group, then you
many other African-American can help everyone else."
professionals such as doctors,
Skinner cited also that other
accountants and psychologists minority groups such as Arabs,
reaffirmed his own drive for being Koreans and Jews isolated them
in college.
selves as well before integrating.
The attitudes and changes
"I have a sense of pride and
that stemmed from the event love for my brothers and sisters. I
remain and are continuing to be want to support them because 1
positive, he said.
know
they
need
help,"
"It’s not just one day of feel Skinner said.
ing good," said Skinner. "If you

Various events planned for this
year's Siblings Weekend
Saturday the events continue
with the Laker football game as
Campus Life Editor
well as men’s and women’s basket
ball. Tickets for all three are
Once again it is time for the included in the packet your sib
annual Siblings Weekend, the time lings will receive at registration.
when brothers and sisters are invit Ventriloquist Taylor Mason will
ed to campus for a weekend of fun also be performing Saturday night
at 7 p.m. in Promenade.
and family bonding.
The all-niter promises to be a
“Siblings Weekend gives the
siblings a chance to come visit and highlight of the weekend. Starting
see where their brother or sister at 10 p.m. in the Fieldhouse and
lives, what they’re doing,” said Recreation Center RHA is bringing
Siblings Weekend Chairperson, you and your siblings the opportu
Kyle Ross. “It also gives them a nity to acrobat through the air
chance to see what college is like wearing a velcro suit for the velcro
and gives them an idea of what wall, take on your sibling in sumo
wrestling or make yourself sick
goals to set.”
Sponsored by the Residence with human bowling.
You will also have the chance
Housing Association, the week
end’s festivities begin tomorrow at to try a flight simulator and play
4 p.m. in Robinson Hall with check such traditional Fieldhouse games
in. Cinematech will be showing the as volleyball, basketball or pickle
film Batman Forever at 7 p.m. in ball.
Cost for the weekend is $10
Mainsail and then at 9 p.m. in
per
sibling and T-shirts may be
Robinson Field bonfire with
purchased
for an additional $7.
WCKS has been planned.
B y Jennifer Vanse
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Meals for the weekend are includ
ed in the price and although 200
siblings so far, have pre-registered
for the event, registration on
Friday is also allowed.

Annual College Bowl Tournament to be held this Saturday
By Richard D am itre
Staff Writer

person six percent rif t
mono cannot be caught
al contact, Your roo
from you if you are infr
a n y o n e e lp il

Since only about a third
the people who contract I
EBV virus, the virus that earn
mono, actually develop moi

Sometime
lids are prescribed for case
ixtreme swoUeness of tix
ds or penicillin in cases o
All in all, there is only on

fact that once you have
w ill never catch it again.

GVSU will hold its annual
College Bowl competition this
Saturday beginning at 9 a m. in the
Kirkhof Center.
The tournament, a Jeopardy-

style quiz competition complete
with buzzers and a moderator, is
open to all GVSU students.
A team may consist of up to
five players, four of whom com
pete per round with the fifth serv
ing as an alternate. Only one grad
uate student is permitted per team.
Registration forms are avail

able in the Student Life Office;
they must (^subm itted by today.
The most successful players
will be eligible to compete in a
regional tournament in February.
If you have any questions,
contact Zack Kurmas at 895-5584.
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Internet 101: Navigating the World-Wide Web
By Karin Roggenbeck
Staff Writer

First of all, there are some
things from the last column that I
need to correct. EXPLORING THE
INTERNET WITH NETSCAPE is
not the name of the program I will
be using, but the name of an instruc
tional class on Netscape taught by
Information Technology. Netscape
is the preferable program this col
umn will be using.
Hopefully everyone is up on
surfing, so we can go on to "neti
quette.” This deals mainly with the
Usenet, where you read and respond
to other people’s messages.When
you get into Usenet, read the group
for awhile before posting so that you
can be sure what is discussed and
avoid sounding like an idiot.
Also along these lines are posts

called FAQ's (frequently asked
questions) that usually deal with
common topics and questions asked
by "newbies" that don't need to be
constantly posted. When replying to
a message, be sure to quote at least
some of its contents so that the
recipient has some idea what you are
talking about It is also recommend
ed to avoid using all capital letters
since that would be the computer
equivalent of shouting and is con
sidered rude.
Now for this week's top ten list.
With the great amount of
music/band information out there, a
music list is a necessary. Here are
some from the top of the alphabeti
cal list.
AC/DChttp://www.sdstate.edU/~cc92/http/a

cdc.html
Bryan Adamshttp://www.glue.emd.edu/~xiao-

qin/music/adams.html
Aerosmithhttp://coos.dartmouth.edu/~joe
h/
Alice in Chainshttp://www.peak.org/~mikec/aic.ht
ml
The Beatleshttp://www.bert.cs.byu.edu/~jacob/
groups/beatles/beatles_page.html
Beckhttp://www.zoom.com/~aeb/beck.ht
ml
Jeff Beckhttp ://www.music.sony.com/Music/
ArtistInfor/JeffBeck.html
Bellyhttp://www.RepriseRec.com/Belly
Better Than Ezrahttp://www.tyrell.net/~bmaddox/ezr
a.html
Jello Biafrahttp://www.qni.com/~randy/jellofaq
.html

Scholar's luncheon presents opportunity
By A n ile M illion
Staff Writer

If you've gotten a letter in the
mail inviting you to a Scholar's
Luncheon, chances are you're
among a minority.
Only about 380 students are
invited to each luncheon, and among
them only an average of 45 actually
attend the events, held twice a
semester in the cabins of the Kirkhof
Center.
Those
invited
include
Presidential Scholars, Faculty
Scholars and students who are
involved in GVSU's Honors
Program.
"It's a nice opportunity for some
of our scholars to come together
with faculty members," said Dean of
Students Bart Merkle, who is
responsible for the event. "Some of
them know each other and some of

them don't. It's an opportunity to get
to know new faces and to catch up
with familiar faces."

"It's a nice opportunity
for some of our scholars
to come together with
faculty members. Some of
them know each other
and some o f them don't.
It's an opportunity to get
to know new faces and to
catch up with familiar
faces."
- B a r t Merkle,
D ean o f Students
Presidential and Faculty schol
ars are recipients of the Presidential
and Faculty scholarships which are
given to incoming freshman and are

renewable throughout a student’s
four years at GVSU.
The credentials of a Presidential
Scholar include the minimum of a
3.8 grade point average in high
school and a score of 32 on the ACT
test. A Faculty Scholar is a scholar
whose GPA in high school was at
least a 3.5 and had a ACT score of at
least 29.
During each luncheon, a guest
speaker talks for about 20 minutes
and then answers any questions the
scholars may have.
The speaker at the last luncheon
was GVSU's Librarian, Lee Levik,
who spoke on censorship. Blues
singer Joyce Cobb has also per
formed and spoken at previous lun
cheons.
Be watching your mail because
the next Scholar's Luncheon will be
held some time this month before
Thanksgiving vacation.
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By Joe Sch aefer
Sports Editor

After making big plays last
week against Northern Michigan
University, the Laker offense was
looking for answers Saturday
against host Saginaw Valley State
University.
Despite mistakes on both
sides of the ball, GVSU still had
an opportunity to win, but
Saginaw Valley kicker Leo
Loiacano ended the Lakers' post
season hopes when he kicked a
47-yard field goal with 17 sec
onds remaining.
The loss drops the Lakers to
7-2 (7-3 overall) in the Midwest
Intercollegiate
Football
Conference and moves them into
a three-way tie with Northern
Michigan and Saginaw Valley at
second place iA the conference
standings.
Instead of a game pitting the
MIFC's top scoring offenses, the
defenses dictated the game by
either giving up big plays or stop
ping them.
GVSU, who converted six of
II opportunities on third down
and two of four on fourth down
last week, converted four of 12
on third down and zero for two
on fourth down Saturday.
"We didn't execute our
offense the way we would have
liked. In fourth down situations,
you have to be able to get first

j

downs," GVSU head coach Brian
Kelly said. "Saginaw played
well, but if we would have taken
care of our end of things and
played to the level we're capable
of playing, it wouldn't have come
down to a field goal."
The Cardinals jumped out to
a 14-0 lead in the first quarter, but
GVSU came back in the second
quarter, scoring a pair of touch
downs - a 9-yard run from full
back Bruce Calhoun and a 7-yard
run from quarterback Kwame
McKinnon to cut the Saginaw
Valley lead 14-13.
After
Saginaw
Valley
increased their lead 21-13 in the
middle of the third quarter.
GVSU's offense was penalized
for holding three times (34
yards), creating many third-andlohg situations.
"We didn't play smart. We
made too many errors. We didn't
convert on some fourth down sit
uations. We didn't come here to
tie a football game. We needed a
win, and we needed to execute in
those situations," Kelly said.
GVSU's defense, led by line
backers Greg VanDyke (11 tack
les and four assists) and Tim
Postema (five tackles eight
assists and one sack) stopped the
Cardinals on their next three
series.
Calhoun scored his second
touchdown when he rushed 35
yards to paydirt. McKinnon com
pleted the two-point conversion
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The Saginaw Valley Slate defense made fullback Darnell Jamison (#33) and the Lakers work for their gains on
offense. The Cardinals held GVSU’s offense to 349 yards, its lowest output of the season. Photo by Joe Schaefer.

to Diriki Mose to even the score
21- 21.
Loiacano attempted a 35yard field goal blocked by Dan
Deshetsky with 1:43 remaining,
but Saginaw Valley stopped the
Lakers in four downs and placed
themselves in position for the
winning field goal.
"Our kids played hard on
defense. They came up with
some big plays and played as

well as I can expect," Kelly said.
"We gave up some big plays in
the first half, but I think we recti
fied those in the second half."
The Lakers, who were lead
ing Division II in total offense
(468.7 yards per game) managed
349 yards, while Saginaw Valley
notched 391 yards (333 rushing).
Darnell Jamison led the
GVSU ground game with 96
yards on 21 carries. Calhoun ran

Deep rosters help women, men in GVSU Relays
B y D an Lo ren z
Staff Writer

GVSU's swimming and div
ing teams began their season
Friday against the University of
Findlay and hosted the eighth
annual GVSU Relays on
Saturday. To say that the Lakers
did well for the first two meets is
an understatement.
The team has improved sig
nificantly since last year, and the

added depth and quality make
GVSU a threat to their oppo
nents, coach Dewey Newsome
said.
The Laker women defeated
Findlay with an impressive 15384 victory. Senior Amy Dipman
won the 500 and 1,000-yard
freestyle, junior Katie Flynn won
the 100 and 200 freestyle, and
junior Keri Code was victorious
in the 200 breaststroke and
placed second in the 200 individ
ual medley.

Sophomore Carly Shepard
won the 1 and 3-meter diving
events, missing qualification for
the NCAA Division II nationals
by seven points in the 1-meter
dive.
Despite the men's team bare
ly losing 120-111, they made a
significant improvement from
last season when Findlay defeat
ed them 158-57. Senior Mike
Fultz won the 200 backstroke,
and sophomore Nate Steinberg
was victorious in the 1 and 3meter diving events.

"I th in k w e s w a m v e r y
w e ll, e s p e c ia lly th e
f r e s h m e n b e c a u s e on
F r id a y n ig h t, th e y h a d
to s w im 2 0 0 - y a r d
s to k e s , w h e r e a s in h ig h
s c h o o l th e y h a d to
s w im 1 0 0 - y a r d
s tr o k e s .

”

- D ew ey Newsome,
GVSU swimming coach

Sophomore Carly Shepard springs from the diving board in GVSU’s win
over University o f Findlay on Friday. Shepard won the l and 3-meter events,
just missing a qualifying score for nationals. Photo by Jeff Kiessel.

In addition, freshman Trevor
Morgan had a strong debut. Not
only did he set the GVSU varsity
record in the 50 freestyle (21.61
seconds), but he also won the 100
freestyle.
"I think we swam very well,
especially the freshmen because
on Friday night, they had to swim
200-yard stokes, whereas in high
school they had to swim 100-yard
strokes," he said. "Our returning
people swam nearly what they

swam at the end of the season last
year, so we're starting off on a
much better pace."
The Lakers won both the
men's and women's meets at the
GVSU Relays for the first time in
five years. The Laker men (134)
topped Calvin College (102),
Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference foe Wayne
State (76), Albion (76) and Alma
(56).
The women, meanwhile,
scored 118 points, placing ahead
of Calvin (102), Alma (94),
Albion (88) and GLIAC rival
Hillsdale (68). Even more
remarkable is that four meet
records were set, three of which
were set by GVSU.
t In the men's meet, Fultz,
Jason Minarovic, Jeff Danner and
Morgan set the record in the 200
freestyle relay.
In the women's meet, Grand
Valley broke two records.
Shepard and Brenda Gavin set
the record for combined points in
3-meter diving, while Flynn,
Tammy Staudacher, Michelle
Foss and Dipman set the mark in
the 500 progressive relay.
Newsome was impressed
with his divers, considering there
are many new faces on this year's
squad.
"Our new kids responded
well to their events, and our
returning people have already
added dives to their repertoire."
Even though the team has
started off well, the athletes want
to continue improving, Newsome
said.

eight for 86 yards, while
McKinnon, who was scrambling
throughout the game, rushed 14
times for 82 yards. McKinnon
complete nine of 20 passes for 82
yards.
The Lakers conclude their
season
facing
Northwood
University (2-7) 1 p.m. Saturday
at Lubbers Stadium. It will be the
final game for 15 GVSU seniors.

leers d efeat
L aw ren ce Tech
By R ichard Fair
Staff Writer

After suffering a shutout
last week against Central
Michigan, the GVSU Hockey
Club realized that they needed
to practice more on their power
play. It paid off.
The Lakers scored three
goals with the man advantage in
a 5-2 pounding of Lawrence
Tech Saturday. They also
scored two short-handed goals.
Brent Lafond led the way
with
two
goals.
Jason
Schoenberg added a goal and an
assist. Steve Gordinier and
Dave Delude also scored for the
Lakers.
With the victory, GVSU
improves to 6-1-1. They have
already surpassed last year's
win total, and it's still
November.
The Lakers got off to a bad
start. Lawrence Tech won the
opening face-off and rushed
down to score a goal just 27
seconds into the game.
Tech had a good chance to
widen the lead later in the first
period. They had a man advan
tage. But instead, Gordinier
took a pass from Schoenberg
and tied the game at one.
From that point on it was
all GVSU. They outshot Tech
43-28 in the game. Dale Waltz
was in goal and got the victory.
P lease se e H O C K EY , p . 9.
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Four runners meet personal objectives at regionals
B y Joe Schaefer
Sports Editor

Although the GVSU men's
cross country team didn't score as
a team and the women scored
near the bottom in the final team
standings at Regionals, the teams
ended the season on a "high
note," coach Bill Friberg said.
Despite the frigid, windy
conditions in Joilet, HI., four
Laker runners met their perfor
mance objectives (PO's) in the

final meet of the season.
"(The athletes) looked for
ward to running down south, but
when they ran, it was four above
windchill and 39 degrees,"
Friberg said. "Nonetheless,
everyone was pumped up, warm
and ready to run."
The women (535 points) fin
ished 20th out of the 23 teams
that scored in the meet. Seniors
Amy Jo Paszek (20:30) and Vicki
VanSteinvoom (20:32) took 79th
and 83rd respectively. Classmate
Amber Holmes finished 127th at

due to a conflict in an athlete's
schedule.
Junior standout Kevin Elliot
led the Laker men with a 37thplace finish at 33:29. Elliot, who
ran 33:21 at the GLIAC champi
onships two weeks ago, injured
his shin in the time off between
the meets and had to rest three
days.
Of the conference teams in
attendance, only runners from
Ashland (who qualified for
nationals) and one from both
Oakland and Saginaw Valley

21:52. Freshman Emily Pleshe
(144th) and sophomore Tracey
Miller (152nd) completed the
five-kilometer race in 22:58 and
23:52.
The
University
of
Wisconsin-Parkside and Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference
foe
Ashland
University each qualified for the
National Championship meet.
The men, who only scored as
a team in two meets this season
due to low participation and key
injuries, didn't score Saturday

State defeated Elliot.
Junior Jason Powell took
87th (35:01), while sophomores
Chad Christensen (35:53) and
Josh Stickney (38:27) finished
104th and 136th respectively.

HOCKEY from p. S.
, The Lakers' game Friday
with Calvin College was post
poned and rescheduled for
sometime in January. They will
host Northern Michigan Nov. 17
and 18. Both games will begin at
10 p.m. at Kentwood Ice Arena.

Nominate
a student to be
profiled
in the

UNTHORN

o

November 18th, 7:30 - 9:00 PM
@GVSU Gook-DeWitt

c

Will be singing and talking
** about issues that are affecting
Native American people.
Floyd RLed Grow played Ghief
Ten "Bears in Dances
ir you req u ire sp ecia l s e r v ic e s b eca u se
With Wolves
of a d isa b ility , handicap, or sp ecia l need,
p le a s e c a ll th e S tu d en t L ife O ffice
at 8 9 5 - 2 3 4 5 .

6o-Sponsored by Minority Affairs & G Y 5H
Native American Student Association
For more information call Jenn Kelloqq e 616-261-4765

FOUR ONE-ACT CONTEMPORARY HISPANIC-AMERICAN PLAYS
November 9, 10, 11, 17, 18
at 8:00 p.m.

Calder Fine Arts Center

All Students - $3.00
General Admission - $5.00

November 12 and 19
at 2:00 p.m.

Special Public Reception
With the Playwright,
Migdalia Cruz:
November 17, Following
the Performance
Reservations/Information:
895-2699

Groups & Specials - $2.00

COMMON
GROUND
Louis Armstrong Theatre

Special Public Discussion
Withthe Playwright:
Migdalia Cruz:
November 17, 3:00 p.m. in
the Louis Armstrong Theatre

Produced by Students and Faculty in the GVSU School of Communications
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Pigskin prophets
By C .D . B u lg e , R ichard Fair
an d S co tt Tuo ri
Staff Writers

and McKinnon goes deep
Touchdown! Lakers by 14.
Fair- Basically, one word.
REDEMPTION. Lakers by as
many as they want.

Spikers continue season in sixteam conference tournament
By Ben B ailey
Staff Writer

The Prophets have boldly
gone where no one has gone
before only to discover that no
one wanted to go there to begin
with. So let's reload the pistol
and see if we can’t shoot our
other foot this week, starting
with the top ten.

Kansas vs. Nebraska
Burge- Kansas has made
some pretty incredible strides
this year, but Phillips will make
greater ones. Huskers by 24.
Tuori- Sorry, Toto, but
we're not in Kansas anymore.
We're in Tommie Frazier land.
(Burge,T\iori,Fa/r)
'Huskers by 17.
Fair- If Dorothy can find a
1.Nebraska,Neb .,Ohio St.
way around those flying mon
2.0hio St.,OSU,Ateb.
3.
Florida,Flor.,F/or
keys and keep the scarecrow
4.
Tennessee,Tenn.,7e/t/!.away from the matches... let's be
5.
FSU,N'western U .J Wreal. Nebraska by 28.
6.
N'westem,FSU., FSU
7.
Kan St. .Colorado, Fan. Sr. Ohio State vs. Illinois
8.
Colorado,Kan St.,Texas Burge- Um, Ohio State is
9.
Virginia, Kan.,N.DameREAL good. OSU by 28.
10.
Kansas,Texastfichigan Tuori- Eddie George left,
George right, George up the
middle. Buckeyes by 14.
Northwood vs. GVSU
Fair- The OSU starters usu
Burge-1 talked to a couple
of Lakers this week, and I con ally only play 30 minutes of
cluded that they were bummed football. That's because the sec
out. By Saturday, bummed out ond and third string have to get
will be mad as hell. GVSU by some practice in. Illinois pro
30.
vides this week's tackling dum
Tuori- Five seconds left, mies. Ohio State by 28.

w ith cheese for $5.00

W5 I.VS

+$1.00 for each additional topping.

Ptv'i
I
Jjcr l.uncli

COUPON
For college students only

'Fhu us (V Fri
No L im it

Since IPib

T h e p la c e w h e r e
life 's q u e s tio n s
a re a n sw e re d ?

SATURDAY]

• M u sic ~ .Y o u 'll like?
* r vr a m a ...J u s t r ig h t!
• T a lk s...Y o u 11 fo llo w !
* H e a l L ife...N ot h o llo w !
C o m e t r y it...C om e see...
It's y o u r life 's g u a r a n t e e ! !
E V E R Y S A T U R D A Y NIGHT
6 CO PM - C A L V A R Y C H U R C H

[-SE at Eacl Boil! no
Sr.-ncd^rc!/

Cha F jr tr AJccrfic!

r towpo.nl. fljrcotlcc Aronysc-ui;

Anon \ tiouj

7 3 Fri-e.

GVSU will start the tourna
ment, hosted by the top seed, pt
noon Friday against Northwood.
The winner of the NorthwoodGVSU game will advance to play
Northern.

The Lakers worked their
way through the log-jam atop the
Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference volleyball
"The only thing we
standings to continue their season
can do is make sure
in the GLIAC tournament.
they are mentally pre
Three teams tied for second
place behind Northern Michigan.
pared and are rested."
Another three tied for fifth place.
-D e a n n e Scanlon,
The problem is that only the top
H ead coach
six teams advance to the tourna
ment.
Northern Michigan is the
If the Lakers advance to play
number one seed. Michigan Tech Northern, they could theoretical
will be two. Both will receive ly lose and still advance to the
byes in the first round.
national tournament.
Starting with the third seed
If they lose to Northern they
the rest of the field is: Oakland, will enter the consolation round.
Northwood, GVSU and Gannon. The winner of the consolation
Wayne State was the other game will take third place.
team tied with Gannon and
With the third-place ranking,
GVSU but were not selected they could possibly be the third
because of their losses to the
other fifth place teams.
The Lakers sealed up their
chances to play in the tournament
with Friday's victory over the
Tartars.

PKPPTVcTs PIZZA

LARGE 16 inch Pizza

Thursday, November 9,1995

keoaLr.lc Ft.fow; f-P

III

of three teams selected by the
regional committee to play in the
national tournament.
Regional rankings have
seven GLIAC schools at the top.
"Who knows what will hap
pen to Northern," first-year coach
Deanne Scanlon said. "They have
gone a long time without a loss."
After a long and successful
season (23-9), there is little that
Scanlon and assistant coach
Chris Gravel can do now to pre
pare, except remind the players
of what they already know.
"There's not much more
coaching we can do," Scanlon
said. "The only thing we can do
is make sure they are mentally
prepared and are rested.”
The team rested early this
week with mental practices.
Scanlon went over Northwood's
offensive and defensive plays
and instructed the team how to
pick it apart.

Gflfje lantfjorn
LanthomRates
w d ads are 1Gcents per *
word. $2.50 minimum charge, paid in
advance.
ssified display ra te ij $7,00 per col,linc,h '

.

, ,

_____

m
To box an ad: $1.00 extra

***
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from outside the former office at
Kirkhof. Any person claiming this
reward must be willing to testify in a
prosecution. Contact GVSU Public
Safety, 895-3255.10]
Help Wanted
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRIN G—Earn
up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C56231. [12/7]

The copy deadline fofelassified,adverts

IIP

advertising deadline is 5pm Friday.
Bring or send your copy to The
Lanthom, 100 Commons. All classifieds
—
.. is.... .........................

Tclcphonc 616-895-2400, o r leave a
message on our after-hours answering
machine
Fax number is 616-895-2465
Office hours: 9-5, Monday through
Friday
Standard o f Acceptance
Thc Lanthom reserves the right to edit or
reject any ad at any dmc and to place all
ads under proper classification.
R eader’s C aution
Ads appearing under the "Opportunities”
classification may involve a charge for
phone calls, booklet, information.
CODs, etc, Reply with caution,
Announcement
Single copies of The Lanthom are free of
diatge. Additional copies arc available
at The Lanthom office, 100 Commons,
for 25 cents each,
Help W anted
The Lanthom editorial staff appreciates
your news tips and story ideas. Wc'rc
not afraid to investigate the difficult
story or give credit where it's due. Call
895-2460.1tf]
Messages
Tell your lover you love them. Wish a
friend happy birthday. Lift someone's
spirits. Pul it in writing. Make it public.
Lanthom "Messages” arc only 10 cents
per word, $2.50 minimum, paid in
advance. Deadline is noon Monday for
that week's issue. The Lanthom, 100
Commons. |tf]
O pportunities
Get Published - The Lanthom is seek
ing essays and columns that relate to
campus issues and themes. Humor
appreciated. Criticism, too. Length:
about 400 words. Pay: $10. Deliver or
send your creative piece to The
Lanthom, 100 Commons.[tf]
O pportunities
CASH FOR COLLEGE $900,000
GRANTS AVAILABLE. NO REPAY
MENTS, EVER. QUALIFY IMMEDI
ATELY. I -800-243-2435 (1 -80 AID-2HELP)[lf]
$500 Reward
The Lanthom is offering a $500 reward
to any person who provides information
leading to an arrest and prosecution
(criminal court or campus judiciary) of
person or persons responsible for ( I) the
theft of the April 20 edition of The
Lanthom newspaper; and/or (2) person
or persons responsible for the theft of
The Lanthom sign, which was taken

Help Wanted
RESORT JO B S—Students needed!
Earn to $12/hr. + tips. Theme Parks,
Hotels, Spas, + more. Destinations
include Florida, Hawaii, Colorado, & So.
California. Call Resort Employment
Services 1-206-632-0150 ext. R566231.
[12/7]
Clubs & Organizations
Join the Grand Valley Press Club. Call
895-3512 for more information, [tf]
Opportunities
FREE FINANCIAL AH)! over $6
Billion in private sector grants & schol
arships available. All students are eligi
ble regardless of grades, income, or par
ent’s income. Let us help. Call Student
Financial Services: 1-800-263-6495
ext. F56231
.
Found:
Calculalor in front of Padnos Hall. If you
can identify, it’s yours. Call Mike at 8927806.

TRAVEL FREE FOR SPRING
BREAK’96
Form a group of 15 and travel FREE +
cam $$$ CANCUN, BAHAMA, FLORI
DA, CARNIVAL CRUISES. Food and
Drinks included. (800)574-7577 cxt.302
[12/14]
Wanted
MODELS needed for photo layouts.
Weekend availability. Long term. Two
possible modeling sponsorships avail
able. Females 5 ’7-5’H, Males 6 ’l-6’6.
Must be serious about the modeling
field. Send photo album along with perti
nent information and phone number to
Studio One 4317 Curwood S.E. Grand
Rapids MI 49508-3505 [11/9]
Wanted
One male to lake over second 1/2 of
lease at Grand Valley Apartments from
December 15 on. Contact Jeff B. at (616)
892-9432 or (616) 842-1685. [12/14]
Lost
A set of keys containing 3 keys: one sil
ver; two gold; attached to 1995 GV key
chain and white rock key chain. Lost
Friday, October 20. If you have any
information call Lost and Found at 8953255.
Announcement
The engagement to wed Paxton Bigham
to Nicole Gilman June, 1996.
Congratulations! From your loving fami
ly, WCKS AM 1610. [11/9]

ATTENTION
Warren Blumcnfcld will be speaking on
Homophobia-how we all pay the priccin Pere Marquette on November 9,
Thursday from 4 to 6:30 pm. Stop in
and check it out. [11/9]
YOUR SEARCH ENDS HERE!
The job you’ve been searching for is
here! Fast growing telecommunications
co. looking for Reps in this area. Must
be a motivated self-starter looking for
fun and money! Work your own hours
and set up your own goals! The income
potential is up to you! Call today for
more information! 281-1864 [11/16]
Announcement
Foreign students—visitors. DV-I
Grecncard Program available. Tel: 1800-660-7167 & (818) 772-7168.
#20231 Stagg St. Canoga Park, CA
91306 [12/14]
Lost
Computer disk-black no label- at the
Eberhard center in Rm 512 on 10-26
between 12 and 6 PM. REWARD Call
Shawn at 235-4015 or leave with the lab
assistants 1/9]

ENTREPRENEURS & BUSINESS
STUDENTS Make Money Immediately.
Noneeddd to find a job after graduating.
Call Mark at 456-6256. [12/14]

fjrtL jtni> J"irt *1(n’tltrs

791-8002
O pportunity
Whal’s on your horizon? For all the

7 CUSTOMDESIGNER
REM
OUNTING&GEM
STONESEfflNG
FULLREPAIRSERVICEUnfitM
ora.WMtfount)
■NowCarryingBlackHisGofcf
*15%QscM.iltoSluders*

OW
NER

43MUKEM
D4GAMOWE*.WGRAM)RAWS.IfCHGAN4M«

Be A Life
SaverBecome A
Plasma
Donor!

Help Wanted
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT—Fishing
Industry. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+ per
month. Room & Board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience necessary!
(206) 545-4155 ext. A56231 [12/7]

W ORD PROCESSING-typing or
resumes, term papers, cct. Reasonable
rates. Cali Scott 363-7182[ 11/16]

ATTENTION
ALL MEN PLANNING TO ATTEND
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN IN
THE WINTER OF 1996. if you are in
need of a place lo live in Ann Arbor,
consider the Phi Alpha Kappa (also
known as the Dutch House). For over
60 years we have been a home for stu
dents from the southwest Michigan area.
We offer a clean, neat, and inexpensive
place to live in with excellent food pre
pared by our professional cook. For
more information, contact Jason
Holstege, Vice President of Phi Alpha
Kappa, 1010 East Ann St., Ann Arbor,
MI 48194; (313) 761-7943; or check out
our home page on the World Wide Web:
http://www.umich.edu/~yarmouth/Phi
Alpha Kappa 111/2]; (11/16]

Message
Congratulations! To the members of the
1995-1996 LAKER DANCE TEAM:
Holly Rosado-Coach; Tricia SchuitemaAdvisor; Jennifer Gluszewski-captain;
Tanisha Dixon- Co-captain; Brcc
Buckner- Co-Captain; Stacie Hyde;
Sarah VantHof; Jenny Husek; Jackie
Oxford; Meagan Thraen; Jennifer
Saldana; Colette Eckclkamp; Heather
Chwalek; Melissa Dunn; Heather West;
Thomara Latimer; Charisma Ballazar;
Dana Fischioni; Anne Homacck; Melissa
Baumgartner; Michelle Devereaux.[ll/9]

Help Wanted
Playworld in Grand Village Mall is look
ing for responsible people to fill several
positions. Apply at Playworld or call
5300-9222 and ask for Rob.[ 11/9]

Wanted!!!
Individuals, Student Organizations and
Small Groups to Promote SPRING
BREAK *96. Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALL THE NATION’S
LEADER, INTER-CAMPUS PRO
GRAMS http://www.icpt.com
1-800327-6013 [12/14]

ATTENTION
It pays to lose weight! You look good,
feel great, and earn extra income with
Herbalifc. Call 844-2578. [1/25]

answers talk live to one of our metaphys
ical advisors. Call 1-900-820-6500 ext.
8478. $3.99/inin. Must be 18 yrs. Procall
company (602) 954-7420[l 1/9]

First time donors receive

First donation receive
$15 and second
donation receive $20,
in the same week.

on their first four consecutive
donations

BE A PLASMA DONOR...
BECAUSE LIFE IS
EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
T ues. th r u T h u rs d a y

7am to 6 p m

Sera-Tec Biologicals
Limited Partnership
1973 S. Division
Call for more information: 241-6335
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Theatre produces Hispanic-American writers
uj

lcc

u«n

Entertainment Editor

GVSU’s Theatre Communi
cations program opens its second
production of the season in
November with a full evening of
four modem plays by leading
Hispanic-American authors.
"Common Ground" is the
title of the mixed bill which
includes work by Maria Irene
Fomes, Luis Valdez, Jose Rivera,
and Migdalia Cruz. The event
will play in the Louis Armstrong
Theatre from Nov. 9-19.
According to director Roger
Ellis, "Common Ground" sug
gests the mainstream qualities of
these different writers.
"Non-Hispanic audiences
will recognize many connections
between their own lives and the
concerns of these plays," Ellis
said. "Each one-act chronicles a
different part of the experience of
living in multicultural America,
and the entire evening stimulates
strong, positive ideas about the
future of our multicultural soci
ety."
All of the writers have
received much acclaim among
audiences and numerous awards
from critics over the past two
decades. Maria Irene Fomes, the

doyenne of Hispanic-American
writers, is the author of more than
two dozen wgrks for the stage.
Jose Rivera is a Puerto Rican
playwright who lives in Los
Angeles, and he has received
sponsorship the Rockefeller
Foundation,
a
Fulbright
Fellowship, and other awards.
Luis Valdez is the celebrated
founder of California's Teatro
Campesino, a popular theatre
group which has toured national-

"Non-Hispanic audi
ences will recognize
many connections
between their own lives
and the concerns of
these plays. ”
- R oger Ellis,
director
ly and internationally for more
than 30 years. He wrote and
directed the films “Zoot Suit”
and “La Bamba” in the '80s, and
has held academic appointments
at U.C. Berkeley and Santa Cruz.
One of the highlights of
GVSU's two-weekend project
will be the visit of playwright
Migdalia Cruz to attend the Nov.
17 performance of her play. An
informal conversation with the
New York writer is scheduled for

3 p.m. in the Louis Armstrong
Theatre. Cruz will be honored
later that night at a free public
reception in the theatre lobby
immediately following the per
formance.
GVSU students play all but
one of the 12 roles in "Common
Ground." Kerri Kekseo and
Molly O'Rourke will perform as
the Person and the Attendant in
Jose Rivera's “Tape.”
Staff
member Sec Garcia will be seen
as Honest Sancho in Valdez' “Los
Vendidos.” He will be joined by
Alison Ewing, Jeremiah Garza,
Meagen Thraen, Shane Horan
and David Noonan as various
used Mexicans and public rela
tions executives.
Sara Reimers enacts the role
of Dr. Kheal in Maria Irene
Fomes' piece. Leticia Stong,
Elena Garcia and Sarah Yoder
portray the three HispanicAmerican women in “Telling
Tales." Tickets for "Common
Ground" are $3 for students and
$5 General Admission. Due to
the adult nature of some of the
language and situations con
tained in the plays, the program is
not recommended for families
with small children. Information
and reservations can be obtained
by
calling
the
Theatre
Communications office during Elena Garcia performs in Migdalia Cruz’s "Telling Jaies, ” one offour
business hours at 895-2699.
Hispanic-American plays presented by GVSU. File photo.

Literary Nates: A nne R ice's M em noch the D evil

...........Cinematech Preview------------“Batman Forever” is showing Friday at 7 p.m. in Kirkhof s Pere
Marquette River Room. You know about this blockbuster; they spent
millions on the publicity. McDonald’s was even in on it. Jim Carrey
steals the show, while lame-duck Val Kilmer debuts as the multi
faceted Batman. Special effects abound; this is a good film for the big
screen. Third of the series, Tim Button's tnagistiy is not employed in
this one. A fun movie, if you enjoy Carrey's zany antics.
“The Icicle Thief,” an Italian film about a man frying to make a
movie despite many obstacles, will be showing on Saturday night at
7 p.m. “The Icicle Thief* is filmed with Italian dialogue with
English subtitles.

Memnoch the Devil, Anne
Rice's latest offering in The
Vampire Chronicles, sadly falls
somewhat short of the legacy
established in the preceding
books.
Memnoch tells what happens
when the Devil finally comes for
Lestat - Rice's popular roguish
vampire anti-hero - with an
offer: to become the Devil's
helper in his war against God,
whom he insists has gone insane.
To convince Lestat of the neces
sity and rightness of his cause,
Memnoch takes Lestat on a crash
course of metaphysical history,
from the beginning of the uni
verse to the rise of Man to the
fall of Memnoch, raising many
theological questions along the
way. Lestat also gets to meet
Jesus Christ and observe the
Crucifixion.
In the end, Lestat must make
the choice whether he will serve
Heaven or Hell, and it changes
the vampires forever.
This book didn't work for me
for a number of reasons. The
beginning was promising, with
its glimpses of what the other
immortals had been doing since
the last couple of books, and with
its subplot about a drug lord and
his televangelist daughter. But
when Lestat goes with Memnoch,
it all falls apart.
Lestat is completely out of
character here, fawning over
Memnoch, who takes center
stage with his life-story. It would
have made much more sense for
the philosophical Louis, with his
questions of a God and the Devil
that Lestat never really believed
in, to have made this trip.

Memnoch's story is a fasci
nating take on the Christian
Creation theory. However, it felt
like a watered-down version of
the history of the Taltos (who are
inexplicably missing from this
account) in the book of the same
name, and I felt much more for
Ashlar and his people than I did
for Memnoch and the angels.

The novel is essentially
Rice working out a
new, personal theology
through the character
o f Lestat. This
presupposes that it
is in fact the Catholic
Christian tradition
which is the "true" one,
and the book deals
with other religions
only in the most
round-about manner.
The novel is essentially Rice
working out a new, personal the
ology through the character of
Lestat. This presupposes that it is
in fact the Catholic Christian tra
dition which is the "true" one,
and the book deals with other
religions only in the most round

about manner. Also, the book has
a trick ending which gives the
reader the unpleasant feeling that
they have been fooled with some
sort of elaborate practical joke.
Like Oscar Wilde, I can for
give a book anything if it is writ
ten well, and Memnoch simply is
not. The book feels very rushed
and poorly crafted, with very lit
tle of the sensuous, moody writ
ing that marks the others. For
example, Lestat sees daylight
again after 200 years of nighttime
during Memnoch's story. But
instead of lingering over this
rather extraordinary event, he
merely notes it and moves on.
In addition to the fact that
this book blatantly contradicts
what we are told in most of her
other novels, my biggest com
plaint about this book is that there
is absolutely nothing vampiric
about it in any way.
Lestat himself, in the intro
duction, tells the reader that the
fact that he's a vampire has noth
ing to do with this story. Then
why, in the name of Harlan
Ellison, does the book have The
Vampire Chronicles plastered all
over its cover? Were I really
uncharitable, I would suggest that
Rice felt the book wouldn't sell
unless she dangled Lestat in front
of his fans.
Rice has just announced
intentions to pen another Vampire
novel, inspired by the movie
“Immortal Beloved.” Perhaps she
will decide that Memnoch is what
happens when Lestat drinks the
blood of a drug-dealer who sam
ples his own product, and will
write the book off as a delusion
Here's hoping.

